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We generalize a theorem of Mundici relating compactness of a regular logic L to a strong form of normality of the associated spaces of models. Moreover, it is shown that compactness is in fact equivalent to ordinary normality of the model spaces when L has uniform reduction for infinite disjoint sums of structures. Some applications follow. For example, a countably generated logic is countably compact if and only if every clopen class in the model spaces is elementary.
The model spaces of L(Q,) are not normal for vocabularies of uncountable power 20,.
It also follows that first-order logic is the only finite-dependence logic having normal model spaces and satisfying at the same time the downward Liiwenheim-Skolem theorem and uniform reduction for pairs.
Introduction
Some facts in abstract model theory are purely topological, as we intend to illustrate in this paper. By exploiting the very basic properties of the spaces E,(L) of structures of type t, topologized by the L-elementary classes of a logic L, we study the connection between compactness and normality of these spaces. This topological approach has been utilized by Mundici [6] who shows several theorems relating compactness of a small regular logic to other properties of the associated spaces of models. We notice the following one, where S,(L) denotes the quotient of E,(L) by L-elementary equivalence [6, Theorem 2.31. Property (ii) may be seen as a strong form of normality of the spaces S,(L). In terms of semantical consequence it means: given sets of sentences { &}, { r/~~i) in L(Z) such that Ai $; k Vi lY,, then there is 8 E L(t) of finite type such that Mundici's proof of this theorem is based on the characterization of compactness via the existence of noncofinal elementary extensions of definable linear orders . . . . . . due to Vaananen [9, Theorem 11; see also [5, Theorem 1.2.21 . In this note we give a purely topological proof in which model theory does not enter, except in a trivial way, yielding the theorem for more general logics. To this end, we prove first a general property of uniform spaces from which Mundici's characterization and a similar characterization for K-compactness follow (Section 2). In addition, using a topological theorem of Noble [7] , we show that if the logic has a weak form of uniform reduction for arbitrary disjoint sums, compactness is in fact equivalent to normality of the spaces of structures, and K-compactness is equivalent, for uncountable K, to normality with respect to closed classes defined by theories of power K (Section 4). These results hold for any small logic closed under finite Boolean operations and relativizations. We do not need the logic to be closed under substitutions, and the results apply to monadic logics.
Logics are defined as in [2, Definition 1.1 .l], although we consider singlesorted logics only and we do not assume the domain of a logic to contain all possible vocabularies (see Remark 5) . In addition, all logics are assumed to be small extensions of L,, for the vocabularies in which they are defined (however, we utilize only tiny fragments of L,,), and to be closed under finite conjunctions, negations and relativizations to monadic atomic predicates. Any other closure condition will be explicitely stated. A 1 z and A 1 PA will denote respectively the reduct of the structure A to the vocabulary r and the relativization of A to the interpretation of the predicate P. For any unexplained concepts and notation we refer to [2] .
We assume that the reader is acquainted with the basic facts about uniform spaces (cf. [lo] ). Recall that a uniformity may be given in terms of a family of pseudometrics, and the notions of Cauchy net, convergence of nets, complete space, totally bounded space, etc., may be expressed in terms of such a family. Therefore, properties such as compactness, normality, condition (ii) of Mundici's theorem, etc., hold in E,(L) if and only if they hold in S,(L). For our purpose it is equivalent to work in one space or the other; however, it will be simpler and more natural to work in the first spaces. Since the logic is small, the topologies of these spaces are also small (they are indexed by sets) and there is no danger in working with them as with ordinary topological spaces. Of where @ runs through the finite subsets of L(r) and =@ denotes equivalence of structures with respect to the sentences in @. It is easy to see that this uniformity is totally bounded [lo, Definition 39.71. Analogous remarks hold for S,(L), which is moreover a Hausdorff space.
Given vocabularies 8, i E I, let r* = lJie, {Pi} U _z' where the s are new monadic predicates, and the _z' are mutually disjoint copies of the ri. Then we may identify the Cartesian product IIi.l E, (which we will denote by ni E, if the index set is understood) with the class of structures of type r* having the form [A,l,e,=(UAi,Ai) 7 AiEE,l, isl where the universe is the disjoint union of the universes of the Ai, each Pi is interpreted by the disjoint copy Ai of the universe of Ai, and _z' is interpreted in this universe by the corresponding copies of the relations of Ai. This is usually called the disjoint sum [5] , or the full cardinal sum [l] of the structures Ai.
The product rli E, inherits a topology as subspace of E,*(L); it may be topologized also with the product topology of the E,z(L). In general, both topologies differ. If the logic has relativizations, then the second topology is weaker than the first, because in such a case the relativized projections .7~i : E,*(L)+ E,,(L), ni(A) = A 1 r' 1 Pf, are continuous, and when restricted to n E, become the ordinary projections of the product. It is not difficult to see that the product topology of n E, is generated by the subbasis of classes:
Mod(@) II ni E,, $i E I&'), where @' d enotes the relativization of the sentence C#J to the predicate P (here we need the renaming property).
Although ni E, is not necessarily a closed subspace of E,*(L), we have the following property which will be useful. 
A properly of uniform spaces
Let nj Xi = UIicl Xi be a Cartesian product of (perhaps proper) classes. We say that a subclass S of Iii Xi is of finite index if there are indices iI, . . . , i, E Z such that whenever a E S and qj(a) = Jdij(b) for i = 1, . . . , n, then b E S. Tks holds for example if S is a finite union of basics of a product topology in fl; Xi. Recall that the weight of a topological space is the smallest power of its bases. Lemma 2. Let X be a uniform noncomplete space. Then for any cardinal
there are two disjoint closed subsets of the product space X" which cannot be separated by sets of finite index.
Proof. We assume the uniformity is given by a family G of pseudometrics. Let (an)lez. be a Cauchy net in X having no limit, where 2 is a directed set which may be assumed to have power weight(X).
For each (p, n) E G x w there is u(p, n) such that p(aA, aA,) S 
we obtain two closed subsets of X" inseparable by sets of finite index.
q
It is not difficult to see that the above proposition applies to large spaces (those where the domain is a proper class) with small topologies. A subclass S of E, will be said to be offinite dependence if there is finite p s z suchthatifAESandB)p=AIp, thenBES.
Theorem 3. A small logic L is compact if and only if for any z in the domain of L, any pair of disjoint closed classes in E,(L)
are separable by a class of finite dependence.
Proof. Follows from the next more general theorem. q
Recall that a logic L has occurrence number a if cy is the smallest cardinal such that L(z) = U {L(p): p E z, 1~1 < CK} for any z in its domain (cf. [5, 2.1.41). provided by Lemma 1 must be inseparable by classes of finite dependence; otherwise the restrictions of the separating classes to E,(L)" would be of finite index and would separate the Mi. Moreover, &fr and I& are defined by theories of power Ci<K IL(t)1 = K. 0 Remark 5. It is easy to see that for the validity of Theorem 3 we do not need the logic to be defined in all vocabularies: we only need closure of the vocabularies under the operation t I+ Uolc,LCs), {Pm} U _za, where the _z" are mutually disjoint copies of r, because the K of Lemma 2 may be taken to be I L(z)l. Similarly, in Theorem 4 we only need closure under r * U,,, {Pa} U ~4 For example, these theorems hold for monadic logics. The same is true for the other results in this paper.
Theorem 4. A logic L with occurrence number at most K+ is K-compact if and only if any pair of closed classes of E,(L) dejined by jointly unsatisfiable theories T,, T2 of L of power
Notice that to achieve compactness in Theorems 3 and 4 we do not need the separating class to be clopen as in [6] , but just to have finite dependence. Separation of closed classes by clopen or elementary classes without the finite-dependence hypothesis is not enough to yield compactness, at least in the case when there are large cardinals, as the following example illustrates.
Example 6. For a compact cardinal K, the logic L,, is not compact but it is (03, K)-compact; hence, any two mutually unsatisfiable theories T,, T2 of L,, are separable by a sentence: find unsatisfiable S G TI U T2 of power less than K, then A (S fl TI) provides the separating sentence. Similarly, if K is measurable, then L,, has occurrence number K, and by (K, rc)-compactness any pair of mutually unsatisfiable theories of power K are separable by a sentence, but the logic is not K-compact. The following simple but nice consequence of The above disjunction between two arbitrary conjunctions is equivalent to a single theory T(R) since the union of closed sets is closed; moreover, it defines R implicitly as being the universe or the empty set. Find an explicit definition 0(x) E L(t) of R; then
Corollary '7. L = L(Qi: i E o) is o-compact if and only if for countable t any clopen of E,(L) is L-elementary.

Proof
Similarly,
hence, Vx 13(x) separates Tl and T2. By finite dependence of VX e(x) and Theorem 3, the logic is compact. Cl
Uniform reduction and the product topology
As we have noticed in Section 1, the topology inherited by ni E, as subspace of E,.(L)
does not necessarily concide with the product topology of the E,(L). However, both topologies are identical under very natural conditions. By induction, (weak) URP implies (weak) uniform reduction for all finite sums. In some case, URP implies uniform reduction for large enough infinite sums. 
Compactness and normality
Call a small logic L normal if each E,(L) is a normal topological space. More generally, we say that L is K-normal if disjoint closed classes defined by theories of L of power at most K may be separated by open classes. Evidently, normality (respectively, K-normality) may be expressed by the following semantical property:
given theories (respectively, theories of power K) T,, T2 in L(t) such that A T1 k V T2 there are theories T;, T4 in L(z) such that 
